This paper introduces the notion of temporally constrained ranked retrieval, which, given a query and a time constraint, produces the best possible ranked list within the specified time limit. Naturally, more time should translate into better results, but the ranking algorithm should always produce some results. This property is desirable from a number of perspectives: to cope with diverse users and information needs, as well as to better manage system load and variance in query execution times. We propose two temporally constrained ranking algorithms based on a class of probabilistic prediction models that can naturally incorporate efficiency constraints: one that makes independent feature selection decisions, and the other that makes joint feature selection decisions. Experiments on three different test collections show that both ranking algorithms are able to satisfy imposed time constraints, although the joint model outperforms the independent model in being able to deliver more effective results, especially under tight time constraints, due to its ability to capture feature dependencies.
INTRODUCTION
Most existing ranking functions are rigidly defined and incapable of adapting to diverse retrieval scenarios. In this work, we are interested in developing ranking functions that can robustly adapt to different efficiency constraints that may arise in real-world retrieval applications. As we will show, our proposed temporally constrained ranking functions are capable of producing high quality results given a predetermined amount of time. Naturally, the quality of results improves as more computation time is allowed, but critically, the ranking function should produce some results given an arbitrary time constraint. This idea is related to anytime algorithms, introduced in the mid-1980s by Dean and Boddy [11] in the context of time-dependent planning. The primary difference, however, is that anytime algorithms provide a solution at any arbitrary point, whereas our temporally constrained ranking functions require the time constrained to be specified in advance.
More formally, we define a temporally constrained ranking function as one that solves the following ranking task: given a user query q and a time constraint T (q), the goal is to produce a top k ranking of documents from collection C that maximizes a metric of interest such as mean average precision, NDCG, etc. Why is the ability to impose dynamic temporal constraints on a ranking function important? We motivate this problem from three separate angles: users, information needs, and system architectures.
First, users are diverse and have different tolerances to query execution times. Some are impatient and want results as soon as possible, even if the results may be of lower quality. For other users, waiting a bit longer may be acceptable if it means better results. Profiling of users along these lines is possible with log analysis, for example, by noting how frequently users click on the browser stop button.
Second, information needs are diverse. For example, a search for a simple factoid should be handled immediately, and as long as the desired information appears in the top hit or near the top, spending additional time on ranking represents wasted effort. On the other hand, complex informational queries might benefit from additional processing that, for example, takes into account term proximity and complex document features.
Finally, temporally constrained ranking functions are interesting from a systems perspective. In real-world settings, high query throughput is usually achieved by service replication and spreading the query load across a large number of servers. System capacity is fixed or relatively static (i.e., there are only so many available servers in a datacenter). Unfortunately, query load is highly variable. In addition to daily cycles, a system might experience sudden spikes in usage (i.e., the flash crowd effect). How a system behaves under load depends on the exact architecture, but temporally constrained ranking functions can help the system adapt. For example, when query load is high, we might tighten the temporal constraints to maintain roughly the same query latency, at the cost of some reduction in quality-this might be preferable to forcing users to wait longer for results.
Temporally constrained ranking functions can also help manage variance in query execution times. For real-world services, we are not only interested in the mean, i.e., how long on average a user needs to wait for results, but also outliers, i.e., how slow the bottom 5% of queries are. Controlling instances of the latter case is very important, since they may represent dissatisfied users who never come back. Finally, retrieval may comprise only one component in a larger system (e.g., for summarization, interactive browsing, etc.). Successful composition of services often requires some guarantees (e.g., service level agreements) on the running times of individual components.
It is true that we can address the above issues by devising multiple ranking algorithms that encode specific tradeoffs, and then dynamically select the appropriate algorithm at query time. The obvious downside, however, is duplicate development effort. Instead, it would be more desirable to have a single ranking algorithm that comes with an adjustable "knob" to set the desired query evaluation time.
This work has three primary contributions. First, we introduce the notion of temporally constrained ranking functions for information retrieval. Second, we propose two methods for automatically constructing and learning temporally constrained ranking functions. Finally, we introduce a new metric that accounts for retrieval effectiveness as a function of time, which provides an objective function in our learning-to-rank approach. Experimental results on multiple TREC test collections show that our proposed ranking functions are effective across a range of temporal constraints.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: We start with a discussion of related work. Section 3 describes temporally constrained linear models and two algorithms for constructing such models. Our methods are evaluated in Section 4, before discussing future work and concluding.
RELATED WORK
To our knowledge, no existing information retrieval model can satisfy arbitrary time constraints. A particular model, be it probabilistic [25] , LM-based [24, 30] , or machine learned [19, 4] , induces a fixed computational cost that can be quantified in terms of the number of postings traversed, floating-point computations required, etc. It is not possible to force a ranking model to return lower-quality results early, nor is it possible to achieve higher-quality results if given more time. The closest related work is that of Wang et al. [29] , who propose learning-to-rank methods that incorporate both effectiveness and efficiency metrics. However, the learned models merely select a more optimal operating point in the space of effectiveness/efficiency tradeoffs, but do not provide control on an individual query basis, unlike in this work. The work of Collins-Thomspon [10] is also relevant. The proposed approach uses convex programming to choose query expansion terms, incorporating estimates of retrieval cost. However, our work focuses on ad hoc retrieval, as opposed to query expansion.
It is important to distinguish our work from efficient query evaluation approaches. We build ranking functions that satisfy each query's time requirement, whereas query evaluation strategies, such as early-termination techniques [7, 2, 28] , simply improve the speed of existing ranking models, but do not provide an explicit mechanism for controlling the tradeoff between effectiveness and efficiency. The same critique applies to work on index pruning [8, 23] , where the goal is to improve query evaluation speed by reducing the size of the index. While Shmueli-Scheuer et al. [27] consider query evaluation under budgetary constraints, but similar to the aforementioned early-termination techniques, the work is concerned with efficient query evaluation, rather than building efficiency-minded ranking functions.
Caching of posting lists or search results provides another way to speed up query evaluation [3] , but this is complementary to our proposed approach. The primary purpose of caching is to improve the efficiency of a given ranking function. In contrast, we learn ranking functions according to temporal constraints, where query evaluation and caching strategies are assumed to be given. Thus, our work is orthogonal to caching and can be integrated with any caching strategy by modifying the cost model.
Finally, our work is also related to machine-learned (linear) ranking functions [21, 13, 5, 19] and feature selection [14, 20] . However, none of the existing approaches address the problem of learning temporally constrained ranking functions. In fact, our proposed ranking functions generalize conventional machine-learned linear ranking functions. The two models converge to the same solution as the temporal constraint is relaxed.
RANKING WITH TIME CONSTRAINTS
This section formalizes the problem of temporally constrained ranking, where in addition to a query q, we specify a time constraint T (q) for the query. We first provide a brief overview of linear ranking functions, and introduce the concept of temporally constrained linear ranking functions. We then present novel formulations based on probabilistic prediction models for constructing temporally constrained functions. Finally, we discuss how to satisfy the time requirement and estimate model parameters.
Linear ranking functions
Linear ranking functions are a class of simple, yet effective ranking functions. Many widely used ranking models belong to this family of ranking functions [21, 17, 4, 13, 5] . Our use of this class of ranking models is motivated by their demonstrated effectiveness over publicly benchmarked retrieval tasks [1, 9] .
A linear ranking function is characterized by a set of features F = f1, . . . , fN and the corresponding model parameters Λ = λ1, . . . , λN . Each feature fi is a function that maps a query-document pair (q, d) to a real value. The relevance of document d with respect to query q is computed as:
Hence, each document is scored by a weighted linear combination of the feature values computed over the document and query. Similar to previous work [4, 17] , we assume that the model parameters λi take the following parametric form:
where gj's are meta-features defined over the query for each feature i, and wj's are the free parameters. Hence, λi depends on q via gj and wj. Using this formulation, the ranking function can be re-written as: We now describe the features fi and gj that we consider in this work. Both term-based features [24, 30] and term proximity features [6, 21] have been widely used in such models, and have been shown to be especially successful when used in combination [20] . We take a similar feature-oriented approach and use both term features and term proximity features as part of our feature pool. Table 1 provides a summary of the query-document features fi considered in this work. Among them, we use two different unigram term features, each using a different feature scoring function (BM25 or Dirichlet). We use a set of term proximity features defined over bigrams within the query, where each is computed from a BM25 or Dirichlet scoring function, for a specific window type (ordered/unordered) and window length. These are similar to features previously explored [20] . For the query-dependent meta-features gj, we use features similar to those described by Bendersky et al. [4] , including collection-based (collection frequency and document frequency), features from external sources (English Wikipedia and a large Web collection), and a constant feature. The meta-features are summarized in Table 2 .
Note that as a result of this query-dependent weighting [4, 17] , features fi that are defined on the same unigram/bigram (i.e., query concept) in the query will have the same feature weight value λi. This property will be used for developing efficient algorithms for creating temporally constrained ranking functions in Section 3.3. Most of the computational cost associated with such ranking functions comes from the cost incurred from evaluating the features fi. Unlike the features fi, we assume that there is negligible cost associated with computing the meta-features gj. Typically, in an operational setting retrieval engines would have access to large-scale, low-latency distributed caches for these types of global statistics.
Constrained linear ranking functions
In a temporally constrained setting, using all features in the linear ranking function may exceed the time requirement. Instead, for each query, we need to alter the efficiency characteristics of the ranking function by using only a subset
# times q occurs in a Wikipedia title g of the features to meet its time requirement. We call the resulting linear ranking function a temporally constrained linear ranking function and it has the following general form:
where C(fi(q, ·)) denotes the computational cost of evaluating feature fi for q over the document collection, T (q) is the time requirement for query q, Si is a binary value denoting whether or not fi(q, ·) is used for q, and λi's are the linear feature weights, parameterized by meta-features as described in the previous section. To instantiate a model, we must address the following: 1) how to best select the subset of query dependent features to construct the corresponding temporally constrained ranking function for each query q; 2) how to define the cost function C(fi(q, ·)) for the linear features fi(q, ·) such that the response time of the resulting ranking function will not exceed the time requirement; 3) how to determine the free parameters (i.e., meta-feature weights wj) for the temporally constrained ranking function. We described our proposed solution to these issues in the following sections.
Prediction models
This section introduces two methods for creating temporally constrained ranking functions. Both are based on a class of probabilistic prediction models that can naturally impose time constraints on query execution times. The first method, which we call "Indep", makes independent decisions when selecting which features fi should be evaluated. The second method, which we call "Joint", goes an extra step by accounting for query-level feature redundancy. We note that in contrast to previously proposed feature selection methods for ranking [14, 20] , our problem is unique in that the feature selection is driven by the time constraint for each query, not purely by effectiveness.
In both methods, the decision on what features to use largely depends on the feature weights λi(q). Features with large weights are more likely to be selected when facing a time constraint because they have more impact on the final ranking. In particular, in the "Indep" model, the likelihood of a feature fi(q, ·) being selected is directly proportional to its query dependent feature weight λi(q). In the "Joint" model, as we will show, the selection depends both on the feature weight and the feature's redundancy relationship with respect to other features.
Independent Prediction Model
The independent prediction model is based on a logistic regression model. It aims to directly estimate the likelihood that a given feature fi should be included in the ranking function. Using this model, the probability of selecting feature fi (i.e., Si = 1) is computed as:
where the gj's are the meta-features used in our linear ranking function and the wj's are the corresponding model parameters. When defined this way, the likelihood of choosing feature i is monotonic with respect to λi(q), the querydependent weight from our linear ranking function. As mentioned earlier, this is intuitively appealing, as it is desirable to choose features with large weights, since they are more likely to have greater impact on the ranking. Under this independent model, the joint probability of selecting features is simply the product of individual selection likelihoods. Given a time constraint T (q) for query q, we need to infer the most likely selections over all features and construct the corresponding constrained ranking function R(q), such that the time cost of R(q) will be within T (q). While many existing methods are available for general inference for prediction models [15] , such methods are unconstrained. Instead, inference under a time constraint T (q) for a given query can be shown to be equivalent to the following optimization problem, after doing a few simple logarithmic operations on Equation 1:
where Si is a binary variable indicating whether feature fi and its corresponding feature weight λi will be used in the ranking function or not, C(fi(q, ·)) is the cost of evaluating Compute feature profit density: pi =
; Queue F: features sorted by decreasing profit density; Initialize R(q) = {}; Initialize totalCost = 0; while size(F) > 0 do
Remove fi from head of F ; if totalCost + cost(fi) < T (q) then add <fi, λi> to ranking function R(q); totalCost = totalCost + cost(fi); end return R(q); fi for q over the collection, and T (q) is the time constraint. The goal of the optimization is to find an optimal set of features that maximizes the objective and satisfies the time constraint T (q). Similar approaches for casting inference as an optimization task have also been used in the NLP task of semantic role labeling [26] . This formulation has the advantage that it enables us to impose arbitrary linear constraints (such as temporal constraints) on the model outputs (i.e., the temporally constrained ranking function).
Solving the stated optimization problem in Equation 2 is done at runtime, so for each query, the complexity cannot be very high. Nonetheless, the Indep model allows for an extremely efficient inference from which the temporally constrained ranking function is constructed. Note that our query cost model excludes the inference cost because, as we will show, the running time complexity for constructing ranking functions is negligible for reasonably sized queries.
The process of inferring the temporal ranking function for the Indep model is presented in Algorithm 1. It should be easy to see that for the Indep prediction model, the optimization problem corresponds to the classic knapsack problem. Here, features are "items" that we are trying to fit into the knapsack. The value of each corresponds to the feature weight λi(q), the cost corresponds to C(fi(q, ·)), which will be explained in detail in Section 3.4, and the knapsack capacity is T (q). We first compute profit density for each feature fi, which is defined by the ratio between its value and cost (i.e.,
). We then add features according to this density (largest first), until we can no longer add any more features without overshooting our time constraint, or until when we run out of features to use.
Since the number of features is linear in |q|, the length of the query, the time complexity for this process is O(|q| log |q|), which accounts for sorting and adding features into the constrained ranking function. This is trivial compared to the time taken for query evaluation.
Joint Prediction Model
The independent prediction model assumes that feature selection decisions are made independently of each other. While this assumption is reasonable for small feature sets, it may not hold as well for larger feature sets. Therefore, we would like to model relationships between features and eliminate the computation of redundant features that do not add very much to the ranking function in terms of relevance, yet result in increased query execution times.
We define redundancy only for features defined over the same query concept (i.e., unigram or bigram). The intuition is that under a time constraint, we would like to use features that provide maximal coverage over all query concepts, rather than repeatedly using features for the same query concept. Hence, for a pair of features fi and fj that share a common query concept (i.e., λi(q) = λj(q)), the redundancy is defined as follows:
where α is a weight threshold. This definition says that fi and fj are redundant if the feature weight does not exceed threshold α. This definition allows us to impose redundancy penalty on features defined over less important query concepts, as determined by the feature weight value. We propose using an undirected probabilistic graphical model [12] to capture the feature importance and redundancy relationship between features when making the selection under a time constraint. An undirected graphical model is a probabilistic model defined over an undirected graph, which encodes the conditional independence assumptions amongst random variables, corresponding to the nodes in the graph. Here, we make use of the Ising model (a.k.a. Boltzmann machine) [16] to represent individual features and their pairwise redundancy relationships. Under this model, the joint probability over all feature decisions is:
where N (i) are the features that share an edge with feature i in the graph (i.e., features in N (i) are defined over same query concept as fi), r(fi, f i ) is the redundancy feature defined over the pair (fi, f i ) and β is the model parameter associated with redundancy feature r. Si, wj, and gj are as defined earlier.
Similar to the Indep model, after performing simple logarithmic operations on Equation 3, the probability of selecting features f1, . . . , f k under a time constraint can be stated by the following optimization problem:
The goal of the optimization is to find a set of features that reach an optimal balance between feature effectiveness and feature redundancy, while satisfying the time constraint T (q). Note that when β = 0 this problem reduces to the independent case. The optimization problem is an integer linear program [22] , and several practical solutions exist. Most commonly, they Compute feature profit density: pi =
iteratively make decisions based on a score value for each feature (similar to the knapsack problem). However, the standard solutions require continually re-sorting the features after a feature is added and the values of its neighbor features are re-computed to account for redundancy. Our problem has the nice property that all features defined over the same query concept share a common feature weight value, and their redundancy features are binary valued. This property enables us to derive an efficient solution to the optimization problem (Algorithm 2) that has the same running time complexity as Algorithm 1. Experiments in Section 4 show that the Joint model is significantly more effective than the Indep model. Similar to the independent case, we add features according to their profit densities (largest first). When a feature fi is added, if its feature weight does not exceed α, the selection likelihoods of its remaining neighboring features are recomputed to account for the feature redundancy penalty (if not already done). In this case, feature ordering needs to be adjusted to account for new weights. But because features defined on the same query concept share the same weight value, there is no need to resort them after they receive the same penalty β. To make sure they are properly placed with respect to the other features, we maintain two queues: F1 contains non-penalized features as sorted originally, and F2 contains the penalized features, which are always sorted as explained earlier. This way, there is no need to repeatedly perform re-ordering operations after new weights are computed. We select the feature with the best profit density between F1 and F2 as the next feature for the temporally constrained ranking function during each iteration.
The time complexity for this process is O(|q| log |q|), accounting for the initial sorting of features and for creating the ranking function. In practice, this cost is trivial for reasonably sized queries.
Temporal constraint enforcement
In this section, we describe how we define C(fi(q, ·)), the cost for evaluating feature fi(q, ·) for q over the document collection. More specifically, we are interested in characterizing the efficiency of a linear ranking function as a result of using a particular subset of features. Efficiency can be interpreted in two ways: 1) in an absolute sense, in terms of the total amount of time necessary to compute the ranked list, or 2) in a relative sense, where given a baseline ranking model, we measure how much more (or less) efficient our proposed method is compared to the baseline. In our work, we adopt the second interpretation because it factors out differences in hardware.
Thus, we model the query execution time relative to some baseline ranking function. This type of cost model requires us to capture the costs associated with evaluating different features fi within the linear ranking function. The cost for a given linear ranking function R(q) is computed as the sum of its individual feature costs:
We estimate C(fi(q, ·)) as the sum of document frequencies DF (t) of each term t required to compute fi. That is,
For features defined over unigrams, this sum only has a single component, while for features defined over bigrams, it has two components. Intuitively, this analytical model captures the fact that evaluating more features and evaluating each feature over longer postings lists (i.e., large DF values) will both result in greater time complexity. Given a baseline ranking function, we want to construct a temporally constrained ranking function R(q) such that the actual execution time of the model is within a multiple k of the baseline model's query execution time R b (q). This can be expressed as the following constraint:
where the cost is computed as described above. Our algorithm for constructing R(q) will enforce this constraint. As will be shown in experiments, this very simple cost model works surprisingly well for ensuring the actual time T (R(q)) of the model meets the actual time constraint:
where k T (R b (q)) denotes the time requirement for q, as a multiple of baseline time T (R b (q)).
Parameter Estimation
It should be clear that a new optimization metric must be defined here, because commonly-used effectiveness metrics (MAP, P20, etc.) do not directly account for how the effectiveness of models varies across a range of time constraints. To evaluate the performance of a temporally constrained ranking function, the metric must account for the expected effectiveness over different time budgets. More formally, we define the expected effectiveness Eq for a query q as:
Where eq(t) denotes the effectiveness achieved by the constrained ranking function associated with time constraint t, and P (t) represents the likelihood of t being assigned as the time constraint for the query. Any commonly-used effectiveness metric (such as average precision, P20, etc.) can be used in the effectiveness measure eq(t) at each single time point t. In our experiments section, we report results from using average precision and P20. For simplicity, we assume all t values are equally likely (i.e., uniform distribution for P (t)). However, we can assign various other distributions (i.e., Gaussian, exponential, etc.) to model more complex distributions for time constraints.
Taking the mean of E over a set of n queries gives us the mean expected effectiveness:
Eq which represents the overall performance of the ranking functions across different time constraints and queries.
The set of free parameters we need to learn offline are the meta-feature weights wj and the redundancy feature weight β and threshold α (Joint model only). We note that the values of these parameters versus the objective metric ME is not smooth and there are multiple local maxima, so the standard gradient-search based methods cannot be applied. Instead, we employ a simple line search algorithm for optimizing the various model parameters by directly optimizing the mean expected effectiveness ME on the training set. This approach has been used by several earlier works for estimating parameters in ranking functions to directly optimize objective metrics [4, 21] . It iteratively optimizes the metric by performing a series of one-dimensional line searches. At each iteration, it searches for an optimal value for a parameter while holding all other parameters fixed. This iterative process continues until the improvement in the objective metric drops below a threshold. More details of this parameter estimation can be found in [22] .
EXPERIMENTS
We report experimental evaluation of our proposed temporally constrained ranking models on three TREC web test collections: Wt10g, Gov2, and Clue (first English segment of ClueWeb09). Details of these test collections are provided in Table 3 . The title and description portions of the corresponding TREC topics were used as queries, split equally into a training and test set. All parameter tuning was performed on the training set, and all of the results reported are from applying the learned parameters to the test set. Our experiments compare average precision (AP), precision at 20 (P20), and mean expected effectiveness ME of various models, including a baseline query-likelihood (QL) model, a baseline sequential dependence (SD) model [21] , the Indep model, and the Joint model. In addition, we constructed an upper-bound model, called "All features", which is a standard learning-to-rank model (i.e., optimized for effectiveness only with no temporal constraints) trained over the entire feature set. To remain consistent with our proposed models, the "All features" model is constructed in the same manner as the temporally constrained models, except the temporal constraint is set to infinity. The Wilcoxon signed rank test with p < 0.05 was used to test for statistically significant differences between the methods.
We implemented our framework on top of Ivory, a newly developed open-source web-scale information retrieval engine [18] . All experiments were run on a SunFire X4100, with two Dual Core AMD Opteron Processor 285 at 2.6GHz and 16GB RAM (although all experiments used only a single thread). Recall that we varied the time constraint for each query q to be a multiple k of the query execution time of baseline QL, denoted by k · TQL(q). The average query execution times of baseline QL for various data collections and queries are shown in Table 5 for reference. Figure 1 compares the MAP of our proposed temporally constrained ranking algorithms as a function of time constraints, from 1 · TQL(q) to 5 · TQL(q) in increments of 0.5 · TQL(q) for each query (title, top row; description, bottom row). In each graph, the effectiveness of the baseline QL model is plotted as the lower solid line, and the "All features" upper-bound is plotted as the upper dotted line.
Effectiveness vs Time Constraints
While in general both the Indep and Joint models produce more effective results than baseline QL when given more time, the Joint model consistently achieves equal or higher MAP than the Indep model across all time constraints for both title and description queries. It also approaches the upper bound more rapidly as the time constraint is relaxed. This shows that the Joint model is superior to the Indep model across a wide range of retrieval scenarios.
Another interesting aspect is that the effectiveness difference between the Indep and Joint models is largest under tight temporal constraints, while the two models tend to perform similarly when the temporal constraint is relaxed. This can be explained by the fact that eliminating redundant features is more critical under strict temporal constraints-in such a case, using a diverse set of features is preferred. The effect of redundant features diminishes as the time constraint increases, since there is sufficient time to evaluate more features (redundant or otherwise). Feature redundancy also explains why the Indep model is different with respect to Joint and QL for very strict temporal constraints: it repeatedly selects features based on profit density alone. Thus, the time constraint will likely be violated before (at least) one feature from each facet in the query can be selected. Note this is not a problem with baseline QL, which only uses one feature for each term so there are no redundant features. In other words, given a rich feature set, under a strict time constraint, effectiveness is more critically dependent on selecting both high quality and non-redundant features.
In general, MAP increases as the time constraint is relaxed, for both the Joint and Indep models. Once again, this makes sense since the models are able to benefit from more features. However, we encounter a point of diminishing returns around 4 · TQL, which suggests that using a very large number of features, as done by previous effectiveness- centric ranking models, may not be very desirable in our formulation of temporally constrained ranking, at least on these datasets. In a learning-to-rank scenario that only takes effectiveness into account (which might roughly correspond to the right edges of our graph), we feel that the marginal gains in effectiveness that comes with evaluating more features (thus taking more time) trades off too much efficiency for a small effectiveness gain. This speaks to the advantage of our temporally constrained ranking functions, which allows the tradeoff between effectiveness and efficiency to be explicitly considered.
Satisfying Time Constraints
Recall that our constrained ranking functions use an analytical cost model based on the sum of document frequencies, which are highly correlated with actual query evaluation times. However, whether the time constraints are actually met on the test data is an empirical question, since there are no theoretical guarantees. As described in Section 3.3, the time for constructing ranking functions is negligible compared to retrieval time for reasonably sized queries, thus it is not included in the query evaluation times. Figure 2 illustrates how well, in reality, the temporally constrained ranking functions satisfy query-specific time constraints on the test data. Each set of bars represents a particular time constraint, defined as before in terms of multiples of the baseline QL query evaluation time. The height of each bar shows the fraction of queries that satisfy the required time constraint. For each time constraint t, the temporally constrained ranking function is said to have satisfied the constraint if the actual query execution time is less than or equal to t. We see that the "hit rates" (i.e., meeting the specified time constraint) for both ranking algorithms are well above 80% for almost all test collections, while most of the values are above 90%. This suggests our simple sum-ofdfs cost model, which is used by the algorithm to guarantee the time constraints, works reasonably well in practice.
What is not shown on the graphs is that the same queries failed to meet multiple time constraints. For instance, the query "maps of United States" missed all of the time constraints for the Clue collection. We found the queries that often missed their targets usually contain many frequent terms and/or are longer than average. This suggests that our analytical model underestimates the cost of these 'outlier' queries. As part of future work, we would like to explore ways to improve our analytical model to better handle such queries to minimize the number of queries that miss the specified time constraint.
Finally, a query is classified as a "miss" if its response time is greater than the required time t. However, if the time exceeds t by only a small amount, it may still be tolerable in practice. For instance, by allowing the response time to exceed t by a small amount (e.g., 5%), we observed that our models achieve 100% hit rates in many cases. Further details are omitted due to space constraints.
Expected Effectiveness Across Constraints
To investigate the average effectiveness of our proposed temporally constrained ranking algorithms across different time points, we compared their mean expected effectiveness (according to MAP and P20) in Table 4 for title and description queries across all three test collections. Results from the QL baseline are also reported. In terms of averaged effectiveness computed using MAP, the Joint model consistently and significantly outperforms both Indep and QL. Specifically, for title queries, the Joint model attains 7.5%, 6.8%, and 13.3% improvements over QL on Wt10g, Gov2, and Clue, respectively. The Joint model achieves 2.7%, 7.7%, and 13.1% gains over the Indep model on the same collections, respectively. Similar improvements are observed under averaged effectiveness computed using P20. We also note that the improvements of Joint over QL and Joint over Indep are statistically significant in two out of three collections, under both of the effectiveness metrics. The Indep Title Queries Wt10g Gov2 Clue ME (MAP) ME (P20) T98 ME (MAP) ME (P20) T98 ME (MAP) ME (P20 Description Queries Wt10g Gov2 Clue ME (MAP) ME (P20) T98 ME (MAP) ME (P20) T98 ME (MAP) ME (P20 model improves over QL in two out of three collections, under both effectiveness metrics, although the improvements are not statistically significant for the title queries. For the description queries, both the Indep and Joint models achieve significant improvements over QL across all collections, while the Joint model also outperforms the Indep model in all three collections. The improvements of the Indep model over QL in terms of average effectiveness using MAP are 10.7%, 7.0%, and 1.5%, respectively on the three collections. In two of these three cases the improvements of Indep over QL are statistically significant. Similar results are obtained under averaged effectiveness computed from P20. Compared to title queries, this demonstrates that selecting features according to query dependent weights under time constraints (i.e., largest weights first), as employed by the Indep model, is more beneficial for verbose queries than short title queries. This is in line with previous findings [17, 4] for creating effectiveness-centric ranking models (i.e., no time constraint), where query dependent weighting was shown to be more useful for long queries. The Joint model consistently outperforms both QL and Indep by large margins for the description queries, and in most cases the differences are significant, which confirms our earlier observation that by reducing feature redundancy and selecting high quality features, the joint model can achieve high effectiveness across a wide range of time constraints. Note that for description queries, the Joint model outperforms the Indep model even on looser time constraints because there exists more redundancy in longer queries.
In addition to effectiveness, we are also interested in measuring how quickly each model converges to the effectiveness of the "All features" upper-bound. To approximate this measure, we let T d denote the time (relative to TQL) taken by each model to achieve d% of the upper-bound effectiveness, where d% is chosen to be 98% in our experiments and effectiveness is measured in MAP. In terms of T98, we see that for both title and description queries, the Joint model has quantitatively better convergence rates than the Indep model across all collections. Furthermore, unlike the Indep model, the Joint model is able to attain 98% of upper-bound effectiveness across all collections and query types. We note that the QL baseline is not able to attain the specified effectiveness (i.e., 98% of upper-bound), thus it is not meaningful to compute T98 for it.
Comparison with SD Model
How does our temporally constrained ranking models compare with a previously proposed effectiveness-centric model? The sequential dependence model (SD) [21] is a widelyused term proximity retrieval model: it adheres to a rigid efficiency-effectiveness tradeoff (i.e., it does not adapt to time constraints) but has demonstrated good performance across various tasks [21, 17, 4] . For fairness of comparison, we calibrate the time constraints of our temporally constrained models with respect to the SD model's time TSD, where TSD is approximately equal to 4·TQL(q) for each query q. Table 6 reports results on title and description queries for the SD, Indep, and Joint models.
From these results, it is evident that both the Indep and Joint models significantly outperform SD under the same temporal constraint as the SD model. For title queries, the gains in MAP range between 4.1% and 5.4% for Indep, and range between 5.0% and 10.7% for the Joint model. Further, we observe that the gains of Indep over SD are greater for description queries than title queries. For example, the Indep model improves over SD by 11.27% and 11.7% for Wt10g and Gov2, respectively, more so than for title queries, with the only exception being the Clue collection description queries. However, the Joint model consistently outperforms both the SD and Indep models in all conditions. These results not only suggest that our temporally constrained ranking functions can subsume the SD model and the QL baseline (as illustrated previously) as special tradeoff cases between effectiveness and efficiency, but our models can in fact return better results than those commonly-used retrieval models under the same time cost. Table 6 : MAP scores of SD, Indep and Joint at TSD for title queries (left) and description queries (right) for Wt10g, Gov2, and Clue. The * and † represent sig. differences with respect to SD and Indep, respectively.
FUTURE WORK AND CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we introduced the notion of temporally constrained ranking functions for information retrieval, which, given a query and a time constraint, produces the best possible ranked list within the specified time limit. This new problem was motivated by the fact that although current learning-to-rank approaches for information retrieval are capable of learning highly effective ranking functions, the important issue of efficiency has been largely ignored. Our models can be viewed as a way to control the effectiveness/efficiency tradeoff when learning to rank. We have shown that they subsume commonly-used ranking models as special tradeoff cases that encode fixed points in the effectiveness/efficiency solution space.
We proposed and empirically evaluated two temporally constrained ranking algorithms: one that makes independent feature selection decisions, and the other that makes joint feature selection decisions. Experiments on a number of collections show that while both algorithms are effective across different time constraints, the Joint model delivers higher quality results. We also verified that our models can guarantee actual query evaluation times in practice. Furthermore, we demonstrated that our models can in fact return more effective results than those commonly-used retrieval models under the same time cost.
There are several specific future directions. First, we would like to develop a better understanding of feature redundancy and its impact on ranking functions beyond the current redundancy features examined in this work. Second, due to limited space, we were only able to show a few possibilities for time constraints. We would like to explore various distribution models on time constraints (Gaussian, exponential, etc.) to account for various real-world situations. Finally, we are interested in building and plugging in additional analytical models of query evaluation time into our general framework that can capture other retrieval strategies (e.g., those that incorporate caching).
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